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Crash Kings opened for JET at Tech’s annual Sting Break concert last Thursday, April 8. JET jammed with old favorites such as “Cold Hard Bitch“ and “Get Me Outta Here.”
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Tech welcomes Crash Kings and JET for
nostalgic performances at annual concert
CONCERT

Crash Kings
JET
VENUE: Burger Bowl
GENRE: Alternative Rock
TRACK PICKS: “Mountain Men,”
“Are You Gonna Be My Girl” and
“Cold Hard Bitch”
DATE: April 8, 2010

OUR TAKE: «««««
By Kelvin Kuo
Photography Editor

Every year, just after spring break
has passed, the Student Center Programs Council bring in a band for a
Sting Break concert. Last year featured
bands such as OAR, Augustana and
Parachute. his year brought in opener

Crash Kings and headliner JET, one upand-comer and one established band.
Sting Break was held on April 8 at the
Burger Bowl on Tech campus, the same
location as the homecoming concert the
previous fall.
he Burger Bowl wasn’t sporting a
super-sized crowd, but rather a meager
half full venue. Many in attendance
were in fact outside the gates, with more
crowding on the hills then against the
stage.
Crash Kings is an American rock
band formed in Los Angeles, Cal. in
2006. It consists of two brothers, Tony
and Mike Beliveau, who are the keyboardist and bassist respectively. Jason
Morris adds the beats to the music, inishing up this trio as the drummer. his
unique trio adds a complex zest to the
rock genre with a tuneful, aggressive
and hard rock sound.
heir music stems from the introduction by keyboardist and lead vocal-

ist Tony, who provides their interesting
sound. Tony, commenting on his own
music, said “I visualize a place where I
feel complete peace—usually a place
of natural beauty, immersed in nature.
Songs like ‘Mountain Man’ and ‘Come
Away’ came out of me being out in nature.”
Many of the songs have not made it
onto mainstream radio or television yet
except for their irst single, “Mountain
Men,” which they were able to inish
up their act with to provide a lasting
memory of their performance. his song
was composed to resemble the intensity
of the slopes that Tony and Mike grew
up loving.
JET provided a contrast in many different aspects. A band that was formed
in Melbourne, Australia in 2003, Jet
also consists of two brothers out of the
four-member ensemble. Nic Cester, lead
vocalist and guitarist, and Chris Cester,
drummer, began the formation of JET

during their high school days with current band member Cameron Muncey,
guitarist and backup vocalist.
JET opened up their set with songs
from their recently released album,
“Shaka Rock,” which didn’t draw much
excitement from the crowd. Although
the band tried to provide an energetic
show, there was not much feedback
coming from the audience. However,
the emergence of “Are You Gonna Be
My Girl” and “Cold Hard Bitch,” from
their number one singles during the year
2003, caused a burst in the crowd.
JET and Crash Kings gave nothing
short of the expectations, with Crash
Kings setting perfect stage for headliner
JET. Although the mood of the concert
didn’t produce the rock vibe you would
get elsewhere, the music was spot on.
Sting Break always brings in big names
with great music. hese concert events
are a must see for any student around
campus.
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DramaTech’s Producers excels in acting, production
PERFORMANCE

The Producers
VENUE: DramaTech Theatre
GENRE: Comedy, Musical
STARRINGS: John Tibbetts
and Michael Sullivan
DATES: April 16-17, 24-25

OUR TAKE: «««««
By Daniel Fuller
Contributing Writer

A singing pretzel, a dance
number with street-walkers and a
director in drag all serve to create
the fun, zany tone of DramaTech’s
latest musical. I have seen every
spring musical at DramaTech for
the past four years and he Producers is certainly the best. Full of
slapstick antics, witty one-liners
and absurd musical numbers, the
show keeps its energy until the inal bow. DramaTech proves with
this show that college productions
can be professional quality.
Originating from the creative
mind of Mel Brooks, he Producers follows the exploits of an accountant and a washed-up Broadway producer who set out to make
millions on a scam that involves
producing a “guaranteed lop.”
Without spoiling the plot for
those who are unfamiliar with the
musical or the ilms, it is enough
to say that nothing is sacred. Over
the course of the musical, it makes

fun of just about everyone from
Jews to Adolf Hitler.
On the other hand, for those
who are familiar with the musical, DramaTech’s latest incarnation feels fresh and new. he
songs, dances and dialogue are
performed with vigor and creativity, demonstrating that the director didn’t simply watch the movie
and use it as her blueprint.
Many of the characters, while
maintaining their original spirit,
diverge from their movie equivalents, delivering lines with new
interpretation. Unfortunately, the
momentum of the musical slows
down slightly during what should
be the show-stopping number, but
it quickly picks up again immediately afterwards and the remainder of the performance is infused
with vitality.
he music is strong from both
the ensemble and the live orchestra, accompanied by amusing
choreography that is illed with ridiculous costumes and numerous
visual gags. here are some points
when the cast struggles with the
enunciation of their lines, but
they make up for it with their energy and enthusiasm.
he two leads (Leo and Max,
played by John Tibbetts and
Michael Sullivan) are especially
good, resulting in many entertaining scenes. hey carry the
show not just with the quality of
their singing but also with their
quirky, bickering interactions that
channel Neil Simon’s “he Odd

Couple.” Leo ills the role of a
compulsive neurotic while Max
plays the selish, slovenly man
of loose morals, resulting in an
amusing conlict of personalities
and ideals.
All six leads were exceptionally
well-cast for their roles, each one
delivering a diferent set of laughable, zany antics and hilarious
moments. Besides the protagonists, the neurotic accountant and
the greedy producer, the show is
rounded out by a dumb Swedish

blonde (Sally Ahlrich), a crossdressing director and his assistant
(Graham Sweeney and Daniel
Wilson) and a pigeon-loving Nazi
playwright (Greg Kinsey). hese
certainly aren’t typical Rogers &
Hammerstein stock characters.
he remaining ensemble also
shines in this production, unwilling to be overshadowed by the
stars. Each cast member has the
chance to play many parts and
take their turn in giving the audience a good laugh. Furthermore,

Image courtesy of DramaTech

the orchestra pit gets a line of their
own, and even the stage managers get dragged into a few of the
scenes, demonstrating that this
production is truly a collaborative
efort.
Speaking of the stage managers, they deserve a special commendation for their hard work
in this musical. At every scene
change, they completely transform the set as entire walls are rotated, removed and replaced. he
modular, constantly changing set
design is an impressive spectacle
to behold, one that really establishes the scale and scope of the
work that has gone into this musical.
With unique, and sometimes
quite outlandish, costumes to accompany every new scene, DramaTech achieves production values that are even better than some
professional productions of the
same show.
his show is worth breaking
your mold. Not only is it excellent
in its execution, it also purposely
deies theatrical conventions in
ways that are hilarious and refreshingly diferent. Whether you
are a music-lover, a comedy fan,
or just someone looking for some
good entertainment, you’ll ind
something worthwhile at he Producers.
It will continue playing at DramaTech for the next two weekends
on April 16, 17, 24 and 25. Don’t
forget to look for the two cameos
of DramaTech’s signature toaster!
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Audiences revel in Date Night
FILM

Date Night
GENRE: Comedy
STARRING: Steve Carell and
Tina Fey
DIRECTOR: Shawn Levy
RATING: PG-13
RELEASED: April 9, 2010

OUR TAKE: «««««
By Patricia Uceda
Contributing Writer

Tina Fey and Steve Carell’s
latest movie Date Night proves to
be more than just a slapstick comedy with its refreshingly realistic
portrayal of married life. While
the movie has no shortage of
funny and outrageous moments,
it remains relatable and engaging
through its depiction of real everyday problems married couples
face.
Fey and Carell play Claire and
Phil, a suburban New Jersey married couple with kids who have
fallen into a rut to say the least.
Every single day of their lives is
boring and exactly the same; they
go to work, come home, deal with
their two exhausting children, eat
and go to bed.
Every Saturday they reluctantly go on date nights that have also
become mundane and predictable, choosing the same restaurant

over and over again, even the same
appetizers everytime. Spurred by
the breakup of their two friends in
a similar monotonous marriage,
the protagonists begin to question
their own marriage and wonder if
they have become excellent roommates instead of man and wife in
love.
In a moment of impulsive determination to shake themselves
out of their rut, they decide to
take date night more seriously
and actually put some efort into
it. Claire dresses up, and Phil decides to take her to a fancy, expensive restaurant in the city for
once. Faced with a snobby maitre
d’ who refuses to seat them, Phil
takes drastic action and steals the
reservation of a no-show couple.
All goes well until two scary looking men show up demanding to
talk to them outside.
It turns out the no-shows
weren’t exactly law-abiding citizens, and Claire and Phil were
mistaken for them. Suddenly they
ind themselves entangled in a
blackmail and extortion scheme
that has them running for their
lives all over the city.
he resulting madcap adventure has a lot of laughs as the
boring suburbanites from New
Jersey suddenly have to face of
against corrupt cops, a crime
boss and other questionable characters. hey are aided by one of
Claire’s former real estate clients Holbrooke, played by Mark
Wahlberg. He is hilarious in his

role as a buf security expert who
constantly makes Phil question
his own manliness by remaining
shirtless in every single scene.
In the process of ighting of
and eventually trapping the bad
guys, Claire and Phil are suficiently shaken out of their rut
enough to actually talk to each
other about their marriage and the
things that are bothering them. In
this way they are able to open up
to each other and delve into what
their underlying issues are, earning a new respect and fascination
for each other, as well as re-igniting lost passion.
James Franco and Mila Kunis have small roles as Taste and
Whippet, the two crooked noshows who unknowingly drag
Phil and Claire into this mess.
hey are very funny in their roles,
and also serve the purpose of reminding Phil and Claire about
passion and true love. Will.I.Am
makes a hilarious cameo, and Ray
Liotta and William Fichtner also
have small roles as a crime boss
and a corrupt politician that are
both delivered well.
Nevertheless, this movie is
deinitely dependant on the leads
Fey and Carell, and they do a
commendable job of carrying this
weight. heir chemistry is convincing, as well as their perfectlymatched timing. hey are completely believable as an average
couple in bizarre circumstances,
See Date, page 20

CITY SCENE
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By Yameen Huq
Staf Writer

Blues in the ATL
hree diferent musicals are premiering in the coming
weeks, each of them showcasing blues music and talking
about the various hopes and pains inherent to the genre.
heater in the Square’s “His Eye is on the Sparrow,” is a one
woman show featuring music by Ethel Waters. he heatrical Outit is staging “Blues in the Night”, including popular
songs in the ‘20s and ‘30s. Horizon heater will be showing
“Black Pearl Sings,” which stars a Depression-era ex-convict
who becomes a blues star. While the shows difer in terms
story and content, their music and themes are universal.

33 annual Atlanta Jazz Fest
he 33 annual Atlanta Jazz Festival will start at Piedmont
Park during Memorial Day weekend. he event is free and
will feature acts such as Trombone Shorty and Orleans Avenue, along with he Steven Charles Band. he following
day will feature more major performances. Visit www.atlantafestivals.com for more information.

Taste of Food Festivals
Food lovers prepare. Four major food festivals are coming
to Atlanta in the following weeks. he Taste of West Cobb
See City, page 22
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Metheny’s jazz-fusion amazes
CONCERT

Pat Metheny
VENUE: Ferst Center
GENRE: Jazz-fusion
DATE: April 8, 2010

OUR TAKE: «««««
By Robert Solomon
Contributing Writer

I’m quite certain that the irst
thing you are asking yourself is
“Who is Pat Metheny?” hough
my own age dwarfs the majority
of the people here, even I knew
little about him, save for his renown as a jazz fusion guitarist. I
can already imagine the rolling of
eyes as they scan this page, and
with good reason. Most jazz fusion guitarists evoke the image of
an older white gentleman, with
hair that only a musician can get
away with. If you were to look at
Pat Metheny, you would likely
have guessed his profession, for
he has an amazing head of hair
that can only be adequately compared to a lion’s mane. However,
you are likely not interested in Pat
Metheny’s hair, so let us continue.
In the interest of full disclosure, I only attended this show
due to the ierce fandom of my
friend. I can safely say that I had
no idea what to expect, besides
hearing some chops that a guitar
magazine might describe as “hotbuttery smooth.” Walking into
the Ferst Center, I was not disappointed, for Metheny had already
begun, playing solo on a red curtained area that was much smaller
than the Ferst stage afords. It
was intimate and tasteful, and
it nearly put me to sleep. Earlier
my friend had said “Good luck!”
when I told him I was going to be
writing a review of this show, and

those words now rang in my head,
mocking my hubris.
hen the tiny Chinese cymbals
to Metheny’s right began to play
in a looped rhythm. Only a single white LED denoted when the
cymbals were to be triggered, as
they were completely automated.
“I suppose he needs a way to keep
time,” I thought.
Metheny must have heard my
thoughts, for he is a jazz fusion
guitarist, capable of much greater
feats of creative mastery that I can
only hope to guess. It was at this
point that he lipped his hair up
and regarded us in the audience
with a small smirk as the red curtained area around him began to
rise, revealing a veritable army
of robotically controlled instruments. he drums rose high above
him in a grid, each in its own
separate box, as robotic sticks hit
each cymbal and drum. he xylophone and vibraphone were playing themselves, as was a piano.
It was like the Music Technology department’s collective dreams
somehow found their way into the
Ferst Center and were projected
onto the stage.
But wait, there is more. Not
only were conventional instruments being controlled, but instruments that would be physically impossible for a human to
play were also on display. Imagine about 50 glass jugs, all illed
with water just enough to achieve
an acceptable musical pitch, with
an individual vent for each jug
blowing across the mouth in perfect time with the music. Imagine eight individual strings with
only the smallest of aluminum
surrounding them, with a small
slide moving up and down each
extremely quickly to produce a variety of tones, which then would
shake back and forth due to the
force of speed, meaning the in-

struments were literally swaying
in time with the music.
Metheny could not help himself. He grinned at our collective
awe at what he dubbed his Orchestrion, and then proceeded to
not only use these instruments as
backing tracks, but then started
to play them using his MIDIenabled guitar in real time. Not
only had he built all of this stuf,
he was fully in control of it all,
whenever he chose. It was like seeing Willy Wonka’s Chocolate Factory on stage, if the candy making
machines had been replaced with
musical instruments.
And then something even
more miraculous happened. I began to understand Metheny’s music. It was equivalent to learning a
foreign language and then having
your irst thought solely in that
language. It was an unexpected
epiphany, largely enabled by one
particular track where Metheny
improvised parts and laid them
down in loops, one after the other,
starting irst with the guitar and
then moving on to every single instrument on stage (including the
drums)!
Even if I had not been inducted into the secret Metheny
circle at that point, it would have
still remained a technical tour de
force, a geek thrill that was perfectly appropriate for Tech’s campus. Metheny even acknowledged
this himself on stage, saying that
in other places he was often asked
why he had chosen to build all of
these instruments, but at Tech
there was no need for such a question.
he building of these instruments was a wonderful technical
achievement, but it would have
meant nothing without capable
musicianship to back it up. Pat
Metheny managed this, and made
it look absolutely efortless.

Image courtesy of Twentieth Century Fox

Date

from page 19

and are certainly in their comedic
element.
hey are what make this movie
work, along with the fact that it
is completely relatable. Claire’s aggravation at her inability to have
alone time without constantly
having to cater to the needs of her
family is something all moms will
relate to.
Phil’s frustration and insecurity with hunky men such as
Holbrooke will resonate with
guys everywhere who feel inferior
to the movie stars their girls pine
over. All couples have felt this way

at some point or another, and the
movie’s themes are sure to spark
introspection in its viewers.
While the plot of the ilm isn’t
terribly well-constructed, with
the inal showdown feeling a tad
premature and rushed, this ilm is
obviously meant to be a comedy
rather than an actual full-ledged
action thriller.
Expect to laugh a lot, but don’t
expect to be too intellectually
stimulated by intricate and complex storytelling. here is some
profanity as well as sexual situations and violence, so younger
children should probably stay
away.
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New Alien vs Predator lacks multiplayer aspects
GAMES

Alien vs Predator
CONSOLE: PC, Xbox360, PS3
GENRE: First-person shooter
DEVELOPER: Rebellion
RATING: Mature (M)
RELEASED: Feb. 16, 2010

OUR TAKE: «««««
«
By Zheng Zheng
Assistant Entertainment Editor

he Alien vs. Predator (AvP)
franchise traces its origin all the
way back to the late ‘80s when
Dark Horse Comic’s Chris Warner, along with several other comic authors, irst decided to pit two
of ilm’s most iconic and deadliest
species against each other. Over
the decades, the AvP universe
grew to cosmic proportions with
the production of games, ilms,
novels, action igures and comics,
all expanded, based on and enriching the already mesmerizing
AvP mythology.
With the upcoming new Predator ilm schedule to be released in
theaters by July 9 this year and the
rumors that Ridley Scott, director
of 1979’s original Alien, is planning to direct an Alien prequel,
the AvP franchise is on its way to
making a comeback into mainstream media. However, before
the takeover oicially starts, Sega,
in combination with Twentieth

Century Fox, decided to give the
fans a taste of what’s coming up in
the form of the video game, Alien
vs. Predator (AvP), released Feb.
16 in North America for several
major platforms.
In this modern gaming era,
where First Person Shooter (FPS)
games dominate the market, it is
very hard—even for a franchise
rich in its history of production of
games—to be original and innovative. his fact, along with past
trends that dictate games based on
comics or movies must fail, puts
Alien vs. Predator at a disadvantage from the start. However, the
game does a surprisingly superb
job of overcoming these adversities while staying true to the franchise’s history and its characters.
he single player mode of AvP
is divided up into three independent but related stories that together formulate an overarching
plotline. Each of the stories will
have the players playing as either one of the human Colonial
Marines trying to ind his lost
comrades and commander all the
while trying to survives waves of
extraterrestrial attacks, a lab born
Xenomorph (Alien) attempting to
free its queen and other members
of its species from the cruelty of
human experiments or a noble
Predator on a mission to purge
all other dangerous species of the
face of the planet.
Like mentioned above, the
stories are all interrelated. Players will notice that actions taken

while playing as one species will
have dire consequences on the
progression of another. his is
particularly fascinating as now
players will adapt three diferent
points of view and a deeper interpretation to a seemingly at irst
unimaginative storyline.
Although AvP’s plot presentation is interesting, its success does
not exceed the gameplay which
fully characterizes the franchise.
As people might expect, playing as the three diferent species
brings diferent experiences and
requires diferent strategies all together. Whereas speed and stealth
through the darkness are essential
to the plans of Aliens who focus
exclusively on melee attacks in
close range, the more lexible Marines or Predators might take a
diferent approach.
he Marines gameplay will
remind players of the most basic
FPS gaming experiences. Roaming through the map looking for
new weapons such as riles, shotguns, lamethrowers, etc., players
will ind themselves in situations
they have been in over and over
again in other survival/horror
FPS games. Close corridors covered in darkness and the exquisite
outlines of Xenomorphs, perfectly
rendered by the game’s powerful
graphics, right before biting of
your head, will have you jumping
in your seat at any moment.
Playing as the Xenomorphs
(Alien), a personal favorite, on the
other hand, brings an entirely new

experience. Besides the previously
mentioned enhanced speed and
disguises, one of the key and most
fun elements of the Alien gameplay is the ability to traverse on
any surface. Walls, ceilings, clifs,
the sky is the limit, literally.
Watch in fascination as the
entire simulated world rotates on
your every command as you jump
from one surface to another, not
to mention the strategic advantage
this provides you over your enemies. he game also provides this
particular species the ability to
break environments that provide
light for better stealth. All this
environmental interaction really
shows of the powerful engine this
game is built upon and provides a
lot of fun.
Last but not least, the Predator gameplay stays true to the
mythology of this particular species. Anything and everything
reminiscent to Predators such
as heat vision, cloaking devices,
disk launchers, javelins and more
are at the player’s disposal. AvP
even added a jumping mechanic
that helps Predators hide in high,
diicult-to-see areas such as tree
branches and building structures.
Playing as a Predator generally
requires more strategizing, which
its nicely with the history of the
creature.
Overall, the perfectly alluring
and diferent gameplays together
with the game’s beautifully rendered graphics provides to the
players a cinematically real expe-

rience. Although the gory and
bloody irst person Mortal Kombat
style inishing moves, “Trophy
Kill” or “Stealth Finish,” expresses
extreme brutality, they stay true to
the mature-rating ilms on which
all of this was based. It also gives
a certain satisfactions to rip the
head and tail of an Alien from the
perspective of a Predator.
However, sometimes the diiculties of the game can be frustrating. When it’s hard to kill a single
Alien sometimes with an arsenal
of weapons, AvP will sometimes
pit the players against a group of
enemies with a single pistol. he
bright side is that this provides
replay values, which is something
that the player will not get from
the multiplayer experience.
It is hard to imagine that something done right for part of the
game can also bring its downfalls,
but this is true for the multiplayer
aspect of AvP. While all the wonderful powers and weapons introduced earlier will make the players feel like a true hunter in the
single player mode of the game,
it makes the multiplayer experience extremely unbalanced. One
hit kills, no matter how awesome
they might look, should never be
part of the multiplayer experience
without some sacriice accompanied with them.
No matter which one of the
many diferent multiplayer modes
the players decide to play, whoSee AVP, page 22
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City

from page 19

starts on April 17 and features a wide variety of barbecue
burgers and deserts as well as Mexican and Italian cuisines.
he Taste of Marietta event starts on April 25 and features
more barbecue as well as several seafood options. he Taste
of East Cobb will feature an interesting medley of seafood,
Italian and Creole cuisines. Finally, Taste of Alpharetta will
feature several Asian and Mediterranean dishes and will include alternative rock bands such as Sun Domingo and State
of Man. Entrance is free for all events.

Botanical Garden Goes Edible

Image courtesy of Sir Arthur’s Den

AVP

from page 21

ever sees another player irst will
almost always bring them to a
bloody death with a inishing
move.
he victim will almost never
have a chance and strategizing is
certainly out the door. Because of
this, the Marines, who do not have
inishing moves, are extremely
underpowered in multiplayer.
Although I wanted to review
more of the multiplayer content, it
was just extremely diicult to play
the multiplayer scenarios. A game

usually takes ten to 15 minutes
to set up alone due to the lack of
dedicated players, and with good
reason. Even games in progress
will only have about four to six
players max, most of the time one
or two.
Players ind themselves running around for a big chunk of
their time looking for enemies,
then come to a quick battle that’ll
end in seconds followed by more
running around. he multiplayer
deinitely has potential to be great.
he developers will just have to do
a lot of balancing, and fast.

Overall, AvP is a fantastic
game when purely focused on the
single player content it provides.
Fans of the franchise will love the
attention to detail to the mythology of Alien vs. Predator while new
comers can simply enjoy the ever
changing and innovative gameplay to a lesser extent.
However, in a time when
multiplayer gaming is such a signiicant chunk of the market and
has the ability to make or break
games, AvP needs to step it up before the players lose interest completely.

Combine your passion for food and nature this May 1 at
the Atlanta Botanical Garden. As part of the latest sustainable food craze, the Botanical Garden features a brand new
$2 million Edible Garden expansion. Starring mini crop
circles and featuring a collage of vegetables, fruits and herbs,
the Botanical Garden also contains an outdoor kitchen with
an oven and ireplace for guests with a culinary bent. he
festivities will be available from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on the
grand opening day and will include activities with Garden
admission, as well as food and drink available for purchase.
For more information, please visit www.atlantabotanicalgarden.org.

Atlanta Film Festival this weekend
he Atlanta Film Festival is currently running from April
15-23 and is featuring even more independent movies than
ever. he Film Festival will cover a wide array of topics and
issues, such as music, comedy, African-American culture as
well as LGBT (Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender) issues. Certain movies are directly originated from local talent, such as the short ilm “To Comfort You”, directed by
“NCIS” star and Fulton County native Pauley Perrette. Also
featured at the festival are several documentaries on the
working lives of comedians, such as Tommy Davidson, Sarah Silverman, and others. Tickets for regular screenings cost
$10. For more information, see atlantailmfestival.com.
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THEME CROSSWORD: GREAT EXPECTATIONS
By Robert Zimmerman
United Features Syndicate
ACROSS
1. Something for the poor box
5. New Mexico county
9. Exams
14. Presidential power
18. Harvest
19. Flare up
20. Malice
21. Declare openly
22. Shakespeare’s Othello, e.g.
23. Fleming or Taylor
24. -- nous
25. Queue
26. Start of a quip by a U.K.
prime minister: 2 wds.
30. Early instrument
33. Household servant
34. Saharan
35. With 108 Across, speaker
of the quip
38. Mug
41. Used frugally
45. Mine’s output
46. Bores

48. Owns
50. Priestly vestment
51. Okla. neighbor
53. Nixon’s veep
55. Decimal-system name
57. Essays of -58. Order
60. Spends less
62. Garment part
64. Age
65. Domestic
interiors
67. Public igure,
for short
69. Checks
71. Part 2 of quip: 2 wds.
75. Connived
78. Vermont ski
resort
79. “-- Street”
83. English festival
84. Knockabout
87. Opera’s
Beverly -89. Place in Asia
90. Gimlet garnish

92. Tocsin
94. Embankment
96. Terra irma
97. Stockpile
99. Stomached
101. Aquarium ish
103. Kind of ball or card
104. Town in ancient Greece
106. Isaac’s mother
108. See 35 Across
110. One in a litter
112. -- vera
114. Hardens
115. End of the quip: 7 wds.
121. Fateful day
122. Swiftly
123. Hearten
124. Vocal range
128. Cry of woe
129. -- Haute
130. Perceives
131. Marsh plant
132. Notorious emperor
133. Atelier item
134. Suburb of Paris
135. Penury

DOWN
1. Sleeve
2. Common papal name
3. -- Zedong
4. Elastic quality
5. “Jurassic Park” creature
6. Kinswoman
7. Cultural ield
8. Cooks a certain way
9. Business expense
10. Rive
11. Opposing one
12. “-- Doone”
13. Smudges
14. Verify

15. Maleicent
16. Entertainment award
17. Be obligated
19. Polis in old Greece
27. Substance
28. Word of honor
29. Tears
30. Like some hams
31. March past
32. Conducive to peace
36. Work units
37. Card combination
in bridge
39. Noted lithographer
40. Gingrich

42. Functions
43. George or T.S.
44. College VIPs
47. Fourth prime number
49. Persian inn
52. Area
54. Weals
56. Enclosures for animals
59. Cable cars
61. Clans
63. Primp
66. Commemorative pillar
68. Get red in the sun
70. Detroit dud
72. Josses

73. Young bird
74. Kitschy canvas substitute
75. Coleslaw
76. Usual weather
77. Of blood
80. Amerindian
81. De Falla or Ramirez
82. Churchmen
85. Nosebag iller
86. Malayan boat
88. OT name
91. Barista’s specialty

93. Tropical ish:
2 wds.
95. Stationery items
98. Close
100. Spanish painter
102. Abbr. in a
memorandum
105. Jailbird
107. Bossman
109. Of a wood
111. Kind of aggressive
personality: 2 wds.

113. Old anesthetic
115. Inactive
116. Equipment
117. Cold and turf
118. An area
119. Mend
120. Strange: var.
121. Form of “John”
125. Marvin or
Majors
126. Pipe joint
127. Unmatched
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PILED HIGHER & DEEPER BY JORGE CHAM

CROSSWORD SOLUTION FROM PAGE 23

COMICS

NON SEQUITUR BY WILEY

COMICS

NON SEQUITUR BY WILEY

DILBERT ® BY SCOTT ADAMS
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